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“I AM BETTER THAN MY REPUTATION.” —SCHILLER
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EDITORS’ NOTE

The Carl was established in 1999 as The
Carletonian’s biweekly arts and culture supplement.
It is published the Friday of second, fourth, sixth
and eight week.

Please send all inquiries, letters-to-the-editor, care
packages, etc. to:

The Carl / Carletonian Office
Sayles 210
300 North College Street
Northfield, MN 55057

Here at The Carl, we like to kick off the year with
a party, like the one pictured above. No, there were
no themed costumes or pun-named drinks. There
wasn’t even pizza (Carletonian, we blame you). But
there was the all-sustaining dellusion that we could
finish laying out this issue by 12:30 in the morning.
And in addition to our sad little time-related dreams,
we had merriment, camaraderie, and the Spirit of
Student Journalism.

We hope to pass on these qualities to you, Dear
Reader, as you plumb the depths of all that is
Schiller; ponder the histories of the buildings around
you; and scour the Carleton grounds for the perfect
spot to fornicate. Whether you’re stressed out about
comps, or still trying to figure out what a normal
Friday schedule is, or just plain drunk, this issue will
add a bit of spice to your already-too-busy-for-2nd-
week life. (How is it only 2nd week?!)

Now, if we may rest on our laurels for a minute, let
us point out that not only are we the only campus
publication to have featured a picture of President
Poskanzer without a shirt on (...so far), but in doing
so, we have silenced those who feared that this new
leader would not be quirky enough. This is what we
as a publication strive for: to positively influence and
inform the campus environment, without being too
serious or keeping our shirts on.

So as you settle into fall term, wary of the chall-
enges to come, know that The Carl is there for you
with humor, pop culture reviews, and adorable illus-
trations of consensual groping. Classes may get
tougher, the food may get boring, but The Carl’s
always got yo’ back.

-Andreas and Lily, The Eds-
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THE PHOTO POLL

Where do
you want

to bang on
campus?

“On top of the Chapel”
-Samir Bhala ‘12

“KRLX Studio.”
-Ben Garwin ‘11

“Nutting House... obviously”
-Danny Nathan ‘12

“My roommate’s bed!”
-Will D’agostino ‘13

THE SCHILLOMETER

Bone Thugs n Harmony playing in
the cities! Love ya Krayzie Bone!

Dexter wannabe kills 10 year-old
brother

Tix required for Bad Plus and
Poskanzer “Installation”

MPIRG kick-off meeting

Colbert and Stewart face off on
the Mall

THE TOP FIVE

Things that an Installment
Ceremony Could Be

1. Losing your virginity

2. The Comcast man setting up digital cable

3. A new art exhibition in Boliou

4. When it is time to update your virus pro-

tection software

5. The inauguration of Stevie P.

Whoopin’ It Up In The Arb
BY DAN ANTOSZYK AND RACHEL FEINBERG

Did you know that last week, several Whooping Cranes were spotted in our
very own arboretum? Well, it’s true. In order to understand the significance of
this event, we must first take a trip back in time. The year was 1941 and things
were looking grim. Only 21 of these large birds were left in the wild, their lonely
whoops echoing mournfully across the lands that they once could call home.
Luckily, an effort was made to breed more little cranelets, and today, while still
endangered, there are over 400. Recently, scientists have used ultra-light air-
craft to change the birds’ migratory patterns so that they fly to safer habitats
come winter. The planes circle the sky and the birds are trained to follow
behind until the flight pattern has been imprinted into their brains. Cool. So, if
you hear a loud whooping one night, it may be the frisbee progressive. Then
again, it could be one of the rarest birds in North America trying impress upon
its young the importance of a liberal arts education. Special thanks to Gene
Bauer for alerting us to this ornithological development.

“Wild Thymes”
-Molly Watters ‘12
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It was late in the afternoon on the Tuesday
before New Student Week. I sat on a bare mat-
tress in an empty room; my belongings locked
away five floors below. Not knowing when I
would have a chance to access storage, I had
made an emergency run to Target to purchase
some living necessities (namely a purple towel,
a bottle of Fresh-Clean-Masculine-Scented
Suave Men 3-in-1 for normal hair and skin, and
a box of Fruit By The Foot). I leisurely nibbled
on what must have been my fifth foot of fruit
and slowly read a book of essays and musings
by author David Foster Wallace. It was in the
footnote to a footnote to one of these essays
that I came across the following quote:

“Do you think that it’s a coincidence that col-
lege is when most Americans do their most seri-
ous fucking and falling-down drinking and gen-
erally ecstatic Dionysian-type reveling? It’s not.
College students are adolescents, and they’re
terrified, and they’re dealing with their terror in
a distinctly U.S. way. [They] are simply trying to
buy a few hours’ escape from the grim adult
stuff that any decent school has forced them to
think about all week.”

Taken back, I wondered to myself how exact-
ly these lines could be applied to my life. After
all, if Carleton College is considered to be a
“decent” school, and if I am considered to be
an adolescent student, then DFW was writing
about me. I gave it some thought and soon
decided that unfortunately, he had it all wrong.
First of all, the phrases “serious fucking,” and
“ecstatic Dionysian-type reveling” bring to mind
the frenzied, drunken, and cannibalistic orgies
of Greek myth. I wasn’t taking part in any of
those. Besides, who was DFW trying to impress
with his “terror” and his “distinctly U.S.” cop-
ing technique? “Pish Posh” I declared aloud.
Without a doubt, young people in other coun-
tries party just as hard, if not harder, than we do
in the United States. Furthermore, even if
DFW’s over-generalized statement were true,
just because people like having fun doesn’t
mean that they are scared of the vaguely threat-
ening prospect of growing older. “Stop being a
hater,” I mumbled to the text.
Confidently, I concluded my train of thought

and went to take a shower, but things did not
end there. Later that night, I laid on my mat-
tress and shivered under my damp purple towel.
Unable to sleep, I tossed and turned and fluffed

my pillowcase-less pillow (firm, for back and
side sleepers), and pitied my general condition.
Eventually, I found myself thinking of the pas-
sage that I had read earlier in the day, still trou-
bled by its implications. It could be that I was
just different. Maybe I was not the typical col-
lege student and so maybe DFW’s thesis was
still right. I began to think harder. The condi-
tion of that kid who peed off of upper-Sayles
could certainly be described as “falling-down
drunk,” and as for the “Dionysian-type revel-
ing,” I could recall certain campus events that
were just absurd and raucous enough to qualify.
So was DFW correct in his diagnosis, was this
behavior motivated by some angst derived from
the desire to become a normal member of soci-
ety while simultaneously establishing oneself as
an independent individual as the American
Dream would dictate? Was it all driven by some
sinister type of urgency, some vain attempt to
forget or postpone an adulthood that looks less
and less appealing, and was it all downhill from
here? Nah. I finished off another Fruit By The
Foot, curled my feet up under my towel-blanket,
and tried to fall asleep.

On Turning 20

Most people on campus consider Musser to be
the ugly, unloved fraternal twin sibling of Myers.
After all, it has the best view on campus, seeing
as you don’t have to look at it. Actually, provid-
ed you are on the Burton side, it does in fact
have a pretty nice view. Of course, rooms on the
opposite side don’t have the same benfits.

Myers, however, is in a similar situation win-
dow-wise, with scenic views over the lake and
somewhat creepy views over the mini-bald spot.
Both dorms are roughly the same size and have
the same number of washing machines and dry-
ers, vending machines, and dry-erase walls.
Musser’s laundry room is much larger and nicer
looking than its counterpart in Myers, but that is
no consolation considering the wait to actually
use the room will be the same. Furthermore, now
that Myers has an elevator, Musser no longer
enjoys an advantage when it comes to vertical
transportation.

Although they are the similar in most ameni-
ties, Myers is clearly the better looking dorm,
and it can be nice to come back to a building
that does not look like a prison. And, of course,
fourth Myers has those awesome huge windows.
Myers is also right next to the LDC, and very
close to Evans, Cassat, Memorial, and Nourse,
and it’s close-ish to Goodhue and the Rec
Center. The rooms are nice, if a little small,
though like ever-thing else, they’re bigger on
fourth (but there is a trade off for regular walls).
Fourth’s lounge and kitchen are also much nicer
than those on the other two floors, as they are
placed in the middle of the entire floor and are
not a repurposed double or connected to a men’s
bathroom.
Still, Myers beats Musser hands down when it

comes to the actual rooms. Musser, however,
wins for location. As it is located right before the
townhouses on the west side of campus, it is

closer to a lot more buildings than Myers. Also,
although it’s not actually in the complex, it’s
pretty darn close, and Burton is generally less
crowded, open later, and serves better food than
the LDC. There isn’t much to say about the actu-
al rooms in Musser, except that they’re general-
ly okay, and living in one is not the soul-sucking
experience that you might expect. They seem
about the same size as a Myers room, but are ori-
ented differently and therefore are more difficult
when it comes to moving furniture. However,
Musser’s lounges are far nicer than those in
Myers. They’re larger and generally have a much
more open layout.
Having lived in both, Myers was definitely the

nicer looking dorm, but being close to the com-
plex and the buildings on the west side of cam-
pus was enough to give Musser a significant
advantage, which will only increase in the win-
ter. Now you know.

Myers vs. Musser: A Comparative Analysis
BY KATIE HORN

BY DAN ANTOSZYK
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Campus Houses RIP

Dearly beloved, we are gathered here today to mourn the death of two houses that once
stood tall and strong on the Carleton College campus.

REYNOLDS HOUSE
Reynolds House, Carleton’s Jewish interest

house of many years, was brutally knocked down
this summer. It’s death did not come as a surprise
to friends and family as a variety of piping mal-
functions left it closed for the majority of the
2009-2010 school year. Reynolds will be remem-
bered for its multi-faceted personality, which
ranged from spiritual to fun to absolutely ridicu-
lous.

Campus rabbi Shosh Dworsky remembers fond-
ly the “certain coziness of that dark, dingy living
room.” The living room was the site of many an
alumni Shabbat. Shosh says that it was “fun for
me to see and hear [alumni] as the memories
came rushing back.” There are three classes at
Carleton who still will recall Reynolds House
memories every time that they see its empty plot
on Union Street.

Will Taylor (’11) describes himself as a “part
time resident” of Reynolds House during the
2008-09 school year, as he was a good friend of
two of the house residents, Moshe Emilio Lavi
(’11) and Iosif Sorokin (’11). Will often found
himself passed out on the Reynolds couch. On
Saturday mornings he usually woke up to what he
describes as some of his most striking memories
of the former Jewish home. Every week Iosif host-
ed fouth and fifth graders from Northfield for
chess lessons, “surrounded by piles of MSR and

bottles of wine- sheer destruction.” These
moments epitomized the spirit of an interest
house; they are the intersection between commu-
nity outreach (or what Jews would call tzedakah)
and the happy-go-lucky wear-and-tear of colle-
giate festivities.

Iosif remembers when “a bird flew in through
the fireplace, and Moshe chased it around with a
broom for about an hour until he finally knocked
it into a box. Then we moved it outside and
released it.” Just as that bird was freed almost
two years ago, it is time to let go of Reynolds
House. It seems that the Jewish Students of
Carleton (JSC) were ready for and accepting of
change. “Though it certainly took my breath away
the first time I drove by the empty lot,” Shosh
says that, “I can’t say I shed any tears.” Or, as
Moshe more bluntly put it, “I think it was a nasty
and rotten house when it comes to the manner in
which it was maintained. I want to say ‘good rid-
dance,’ but to be honest with you I could not care
less.” Reynolds was reaching its end with pest
issues and some spatial issues too. Perhaps some-
day something new will come into the space of
Reynolds House, a place where all people and
things from Jews, to MSR, to 8-year-old chess
players are welcome.

WATSON HOUSE
Another home that was reduced to broken tim-

ber this summer was Watson House, once located
near Watston Hall on Maple Street. Watson House
served many purposes over it’s storied years. It
was once WHOA House, a residential house, and
at another time, Knight House. Knight House
existed for one school year, 2007-2008, and
served as a school spirit house and a home to
many of the Cheer Boys. Dash Cole (’10), a Knight
House resident and part-time house manager,
explains that, “residents were required to go to at
least two sporting events per term, which was
really not that much. The house was also sup-
posed to be an open forum for anyone who want-
ed to talk about Carleton athletics, from varsity to
club to intramural.” Mary Bushman, a resident
the year after Knight House, says, “it became a lot
more boring in its post-Cheer Boys days,” though
she did appreciate the frequent visits from Toff.
Much like Reynolds, Watson was in poor physical
shape during its last couple years of existence.
Dash remembers feeling rather nervous about the
crumbling edifice, saying,“we had parties in the
basement sometimes, and there were three pillars
that were structural support for the house. One of
them could be moved pretty easily, and wasn't
even still connected to the ceiling. The other two
just looked really shaky. I wouldn't have been sur-
prised if it collapsed while we were living there.”
Because of this, Dash believes it was a good thing
that Watson House was knocked down, though he
will always remember his times there fondly.

BY RACHEL FEINBERG

Left: The plot upon which Reynolds
once stood. Above: Everyone loves a
cheer boy!

DO YOU LIKE WRITING
ABOUT RANDOM THINGS!?
WRITE FOR THE DOOR-
MAT! WHAT ABOUT
MUSIC, ARTS AND LIT,
SOCIETY AND CINEMA?
WRITE FOR THE CARL!
all.things.carl@gmail.com
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Let’s Get It On Campus
BY J. WOODCOCK STRONG

EAST CAMPUS

1. The Arb: For a rustically good time hit up
Cowling Arboretum. Those who frequent the Arb
for a good time say it’s “real nice with a blanket
and a couple bottles of wine.”

2. Evans: The Evans lounge may seem sketchy but
it provides ample space and couches. It’s easily
accessible after a Cave dance or an Evans Dining
Hall dance, or even just an MSR and Ron Diaz
addled night in an E Column quad.

3. Cowling Recreation Center: For a steamy time
both literally and figuratively; the Cowling Gym
saunas are a sure thing. One must be very careful
because Professors, students and Northfield citi-
zens enjoy using the pool and sauna so either try
and stay quiet or find a way to break in. I bet it’s
been done.

4. Watson: There are a lot of choices for getting
busy in Watson.

a. Basement Kitchen: A good drunken
spot is the basement Watson kitchen. No one ever
goes there so privacy is practically guaranteed.
Unfortunately, there is no seating/laying apparatus
other than the floor, so perhaps this locale is bet-
ter saved for those drunkest of nights.

b. Laundry Room: Between the tables, and
machines, and clothes for extra softness the laun-
dry room services as a unique but cozy spot… as
long as it’s a time when no one wants to wash
their clothes.

CENTRAL CAMPUS

5. The Concert Hall: The practice rooms can serve as a nice spot with piano benches and soft carpets.
Perhaps, start off with some serenading and foreplay. The Concert Hall itself has nice acoustics so it’s
pretty awesome for loud sex.

11. Boliou: Boliou 104 might have the worst desks in terms of comfort and note-taking ease, however,
the big screen has big appeal. Whether you’re into The Notebook or 8th Street Latinas, setting up the
projector is a great way to set the mood. Maybe if you don’t make it all the way in Boliou, it could serve
as a stop on the way to the Arb, the first on this sexual tour of Carleton.

It’s true that Carleton students love to scale campus buildings, it’s also true
that Carleton students like to scale the heights of sensual passion in campus
buildings (and other non-dorm room locations). Here’s a little guide to some of
the cozy, crazy, and kind of bizarre spots.
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10 Fresh Tips for Freshmen Hook-ups
BY CHARLOTTE PEREZ AND GABRIELLE PETERSON

1. If you’re dancing with a girl who is mysterious-
ly pulled away by a friend or says she is going to
the bathroom... unfortunately boys, she is not
coming back and you should NOT follow.

2. Do not Facebook Friend Request that “special
someone” the same night you met/danced with
him/her at a Sayles Dance. The loss of dignity at
Sayles Dances is jarring enough—no one needs to
be reminded by Facebook of their indiscretions
the minute they get back to their room.

3. Do not hook up with the same person as your
roommate. It will lead to a messy walk of shame.

4. Spare yourself (and your roommate) from an
intensely awkward situation and do not hook up
with someone when your roommate is in the
room...even if you think he/she is asleep.

5. Do not hook up with a friend. Someone is
bound to get screwed.

6. Do not have multiple hook-up partners in the
same night. Carleton is small... word will get out.

7. If you don’t know what happened... FIND OUT!
This a situation where less is certainly not more.

8. When it gets to be below 30 degrees, which it
will... soon... don’t hook up outside, especially if
you’ve been drinking. It’s no fun to wake up in the
snow...next to someone you don’t know.

9. If you’re hit on by an upperclassman, make
sure they don’t have a significant other. As flat-
tering as it is at the time, it definitely won’t be
worth it later.

10. Always lock your door... both during a hook-
up and definitely after. Especially if you do not
want awkward seconds.

And remember to always make sure both parties
are in agreement on what happens next.

WEST CAMPUS

6. Scoville Hall: Go down to lower Scoville, to the GSC lounge, if you want a good time. Let the Gender and Sexuality Center be your Sexuality
Center and enjoy the comfy couches and basement seclusion.

7. Dacie Moses: Everyone knows chocolate is an aphrodisiac and there’s usually plenty of it at Dacie Moses. Enjoy lots of sweets and the
comfy couches. Keep the lights low unless you like to feel like you’re banging at your grandma’s house.

8. Musser: The first Musser study room (the weird room on the left with minimal windows and no TV) was the first random location I ever
heard about someone having sex in at Carleton. It’s already pretty overheated; so I suppose encounters in this spot are steamy from the get
go. The generally sketchy room, popular for post-1AM homework, is filled with lots of couches, chairs and tables. This diversity in furniture
can make for wild times in a rather plain room.

9. Laird Stadium: While the benches may be hard and cold, the Stadium is certainly a dramatic place for a love and/or lust filled night. The
elevation leaves you closer to a beautiful blanket of stars – a great way to set the mood, unless there are late night lap runners.

10. Willis: The Economics Lounge to the left of the front stairs is super old school and beautiful. It has nice couches and chairs. It’s the per-
fect place to let a discussion about Keynes turn to one about Kinsey.

Let’s Get It On... Cont’d
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What’s the big deal with Schiller, anyway? Seriously: think about it for
a minute. We’re lucky if we see him a handful of times in the year, and
most of us will go through our entire academic career here at Carleton
without ever coming close to touching this infamous bust—or one of the
two busts, as the case may be. I’ve spent the past week or so trying to get
as much input from as many students as possible about what makes this
tradition so important (a big thanks to those who replied to my mass
emails!). I hoped this would bring me closer to understanding this Carleton
custom; but in fact, the responses added to my bewilderment. Schiller
seems to cause a lot of grief: people get upset if he doesn’t appear for
extended periods of time, and for those who have Schiller, it can be stress-

ful to plan a showing. Yet the one thing that everybody agrees on is that if
anyone tried to stop this tradition, students would NOT be pleased. Let’s
put it this way: if the Carleton student body were in a Facebook relation-
ship with Schiller, it would be labeled “It’s Complicated”.
And that’s not a totally outlandish idea. Not wanting Schiller to be left

in the dark ages, Carls with some spare time on their hands have created
(at least) four separate Schiller Facebook accounts. These Schiller profiles
serve as a living archive of pictures, posted alongside student opinions and
praise, and maybe like many other online relationships, are just another
way for us all to feel close to Schiller, even though we’ve never actually
met. I was friends with only one of these Schillers until about two weeks

ago, and when I received a
friend request from anoth-
er Schiller, I hesitated. Do
I need two imaginary
Facebook friends? But for
whatever reason, I realized
it would have felt weird to
say no. And apparently I’m
not the only one who felt
this way, because I’m cer-
tainly not these Schillers’
only Facebook friend. Yet
despite his online popular-
ity and great reputation,
it’s hard for any one of us
to pinpoint why he remains
a necessary part of our
campus life. Because no
single Carl can answer the
question, “Why Schiller?”,
we devote this week’s fea-
ture to a collection of sto-
ries and opinions from var-
ious students about the
history and mystery of our
beloved poet, philosopher,
historian, playwright, and
bust: Johann Christoph
Friedrich von Schiller.

Schiller Lives On
BY LILY SCHIEBER, WITH GENEROUS HELP

FROM THE GUARDIANS OF SCHILLER

A Look into the Past, Present, and Future of Our Favorite Bust-Related Tradition
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From the current guardians of (one) Schiller:
There is little for a current Guardian to say about his job. It is one that

requires a surprising amount of work, thought, and planning, and while
it comes with no direct recognition, hearing people talk to you about your
showings without realizing that you were the perpetrator makes the job
worthwhile. Next time you talk to someone about Schiller, just think
about the fact that you might be talking to a Guardian without even real-
izing it.
We have little else to say on matters regarding our current relationship

with the great philosopher, other than that he is alive and well, resting
calmly for his next presentation. We will however, note that if
Poskanzer’s interactions with Schiller thus far are any indication of his
presidential term, Steven G. Poskanzer is going to do very well here. The
pictures we submitted with this article, along with the shaving picture
from a few weeks ago, only scratch the surface of the fun approach
Poskanzer has had with us. We have had a secret meeting in the Arb with
him, code words, poetry recitings, obscure phone messages, emails full
of literary allusion. He is, at once, both a smart and funny man.
For obvious reasons of security, the remainder of the article will focus

not on where we are now, as Guardians, but what has come before us. We
will attempt to demystify some of the legend and lore surrounding the
bust, or, as is truly the case as of present, busts; as became obvious at
Frisbee Toss. There are indeed two distinct busts on campus, both of
which have some historical claim to legitimacy. Both have actually been
on campus for some time (ours since 1989 and the other since 1996),
and while both have been simultaneously active before, one is often dor-
mant for some period while the other is active.
There is little available information about the history of Schiller—the

CarlWiki page is both incorrect and outdated, the old Caucus threads are
based almost entirely on hearsay, and the average Carl (sorry, Oden)
doesn’t know much beyond the basics. Such is the fate of an object that
is held in secrecy and changes possession frequently. So, we took a jour-
ney through Carleton’s archival information, examining nearly every
archival photo and reference to the word “Schiller.” Here’s at least a
small, relevant part of what we discovered:
The original Schiller was stolen from Scoville Library—and was passed

back and forth for the first several years. Because of the haphazard
nature of the tradition, the bust was broken and replaced with an exact
replica several times. In the early years, fake versions of the bust would
come into play and eventually be destroyed or recognized as imitations.
At some point (first pictured in 1981) a new imitation Schiller (known
from here as “Imitation Schiller”) came into play and was not destroyed.
It’s face sat directly upon its stand and it had no shoulders. This one was
clearly not from the line of original busts, but was an additional bust.
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Because the busts regularly sustain damage, President Lewis was
willing to replace busts that were reported to be beyond recognition,
each time with an exact replica of the original Schiller bust. In 1988, a
bust from the line of originals was annihilated in a showing with the Pep
band and all that was left was the nose. President Lewis replaced that
bust with one of the two that is currently circulating at Carleton—the
one pictured with Poskanzer on the cover of the previous edition of the
Carl (first pictured in the 1989 summer edition of The Voice). In keep-
ing with tradition, the bust that President Lewis bestowed upon students
as a replacement in 1989 was of the same size and shape as all previ-
ous busts. This is the one that we now possess.

In 1996, reports of a heavily damaged bust prompted yet another
replacement. On an iron bridge at the edge of the Arb a group called 85
Lost Sheep organized an extremely elaborate plot for the exchange. This
time, seeing how much damage large unwieldy busts had sustained,
President Lewis pragmatically chose a small Schiller bust to replace the
damaged one, hoping its more convenient size would make it less likely
to break. The damaged one that 85 Lost Sheep traded in was the

“Imitation Schiller,” not the official bust that Lewis had given to stu-
dents in 1989. You can see in the attached image that the bust traded
for the small one had no shoulders and a stand attached directly to the
head. This bust was placed in the Carleton Archives, where it remains
today. The bust you may know from the Colbert Report is the small one
that President Lewis gave to 85 Lost Sheep in 1996.

A few years later, during the commencement address in 2000,
President Bill Clinton wanted his speech to make waves at Carleton. To
spice things up, somebody gave him “Imitation Schiller,” which had
already been in the archives for 4 years and was no longer in circula-
tion.

Unfortunately very few people really know the path that the busts
have taken throughout the years and the archival data is tedious to slog
though. As a result, legitimacy is really established by the quality of the
appearances that a specific Schiller makes.

Freedom can occur only through education.
-The Guardians-
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“There were no Schiller showings my freshmen year at all. Zero.
The tradition died a little for me and a lot of my friends because of that.”

“The first time that I saw him was actually at NSW during the frisbee
toss my sophomore year. That was cool, but there was also that whole
thing with there being two schillers in circulation at that point. I think
there was a smaller bust and the normal sized bust on campus at that
point. I'm not sure if that was totally true and how it got resolved.”

“I would be pissed if the administration screwed with Schiller. They
already ruin it a little bit by trying to incorporate Schiller into college lit-
erature.”

-Ben Cotts ‘11

What students have to say:

The best Schiller showing
he’s ever seen: “DVD Fest
2009, Obama broke into the
Chapel, screamed, and ran!”

Three words that describe
Schiller: “Uniting, Hiatus,
Philosophical”

-Rob Kaye ‘11

“Some of my friends had Schiller.
Planning a Schiller showing is fairly
stressful and involved more people than
I had expected. A lot of thought and
planning goes into it, especially when
trying to show him creatively.”

-Krissy Lunz ‘12

On the future of the Schiller tradition: “I’d like to be the
guardian of Schiller for one afternoon.”

On Schiller’s worldy travels: “Oh look, this statue I’ve never seen has
been to Mexico and Paris.”

On the stress that comes from planning a Schiller showng: “People
need to Schill the fuck out!”

-Jacob Canfield ‘12

“Schiller is important
because it is a sort of cultish sym-
bol that the student body can
appreciate on a more personal
level. Schiller helps us remember
Carleton in a more spontaneous
way and connects us back to that
heavenly time in our lives when we
were there, and it even reawakens
the hope to return there again.
When I was in Germany and
Austria on a 12-week-long bike
trip, I was joltingly reminded of
the wonderful atmosphere and lov-
ing relationships at Carleton when
I would see Schiller pop up out of
the blue (i.e. the Schiller Schule
in Swäbisch Hall, Germany, as
well as many other appearances in
that city).”

-Tyler BoddySpargo ‘12

The best Schiller showing she’s ever seen: “I'm a senior this year and I didn't
even see Schiller until Halloween concert my sophomore year—that was my first and
only Schiller showing, besides the Colbert Report one, where we didn't actually see
Schiller in the same room as us. I guess the Colbert Report one was the best
because it was pretty epic—gotta thank those Carleton connections.”

“Schiller is important because he has a legacy at Carleton; for years, he's repre-
sented some of the most noteworthy traits of Carleton students—passion, clever-
ness, ingenuity, and skills at procrastination.”

A few words that describe Schiller: “More of a myth than a man, unfortunately.”

Ever had Schiller? : “NO! But I wish!”

-Alison Wechsler ‘11
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Binge eating

Nutella

Microwaved donut

Reheated Chinese

Cheez-Its

Spray cheese

Take 5 bars: salty and sweet

Me want Honeycomb

Ambrosia

Milk and honey

Premature Halloween candy

Leftover Labor Day candy

Soggy apple streudel

Crisp apple streudel

Om noms

Noms

Food

Pistols

Drugs, and rock’n’roll

Sexting

Sex Zimbra chatting

In the city

On the beach

[Redacted]

[Expletive deleted]

Libe lust

Olin orgy

Flavored lube

More Nutella

Tentacle porn

Crustacean hentai

Flogging

Snogging

Binge drinking

Binge binging

Torrenting

Beer pong

Streaming

World of Warcraft

Going topless

Going headless

Swearing on KRLX

Swearing in Dacie Moses

Throwing caution to the wind

Reckless abandon

Pleasurable guilts

Guilty pleasures

Jogging

Blogging

Mixing nuts

Grabbing bags

Fulfilling distros

Underloading

Joining an angry mob

Joining MPIRG

Random act of kindness

Random act of violence

Raindrops on roses

Whiskers on kittens

More cowbell

Less cowbell

Reading the CLAP

Filling out the Bracket

Jaywalking

Shoplifting

Other vices

Sex

Grab bag

BY JACOB CANFIELD, RACHEL FEINBERG, LILY SCHIEBER, AND ANDREAS STOEHR
You’re a Carleton student. You work hard. You deserve some “you” time. So go for it! Indulge your inner “you” and all your unspoken, unspeakable desires by
filling out this Bracket...

Think you know what the winter will bring? Fill out this bracket and return it to box 415. Next week in the bracket: 64 Beings of Incomprehensible Horror!
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A Review of The Girl with the Dragon Tattoo

You may have seen the book’s glossy, acidic
cover on the best-sellers table at Barnes and
Noble this summer. You may have seen your cul-
turally-hipper-than-thou grandmother reading the
book, as I did. You may have bought the book in
a futile attempt to out-hip your grandmother.
You may even have read the book.
Written by recently deceased Swedish political

activist, journalist, and avid science-fiction fan
Stieg Larsson as part of his “Millenium Trilogy,”
The Girl with the Dragon Tattoo is a page-turning
crime-thriller that follows the investigative efforts
of two unlikely partners; passionate financial
journalist Michael Blomqvist and pint-sized
tough girl Lisbeth Salander. The two spend the
majority of The Girl with the Dragon Tattoo
investigating the disappearance of wealthy
heiress Harriett Vanger off of an island in a sort
of Miss Marple locked room situation. Larsson
died in 2004, missing his own rise to second

best-selling author in the world in 2008.
Published in Sweden in 2005, by March 2010
his trilogy had sold 27 million copies in more
than 40 countries.
In The Girl with the Dragon Tattoo Blomqvist

describes a book saying that it was “…uneven
stylistically, and in places the writing was actual-
ly rather poor – there had been no time for any
fine polishing – but the book was animated by a
fury that no reader could help but notice.”
Although Larsson’s own book entertains, the writ-
ing is nothing special. The first couple of chap-
ters are filled with finance and political jargon,
which gives the plot a lumbering start.
Blomqvist, who improbably beds many of the
book’s women, seems like a male wish-fulfill-
ment fantasy. As my grandmother argued, certain
scenes can be disturbingly violent to the point of
pulp. And the sheer volume of open-faced sand-
wiches the two main characters consume while

sleuthing is improbable at best.
Fortunately for Larsson, Lisbeth Salander pro-

vides the “fury that no reader could help but
notice.” Based partly on the Swedish children’s
book character Pippi Longstocking, Lisbeth fol-
lows a personal code of ethics that leads her on
revenge missions that are both cringe-inducing
and enjoyable. The capability with which she
conducts her affairs – hacking computers and
using kickboxing techniques to fend off villains,
is supremely satisfying. This tough quality mixed
with the vulnerability that she shows in her
unorthodox relationships makes her an extremely
compelling character. You want to be her friend,
but you also think she might kick you in the
head. And she completely steals the show from
Mikael Blomqvist. So if you don’t like politics,
journalism, slow-burning mysteries, or sandwich-
es you should read the book for Lisbeth Salander
– a fresh face in crime-fiction.

BY MARIKA CHRISTOFIDES

Why Is My Dorm So Ugly?
While wandering around campus Carls often wonder, “Why

are some of the buildings so artfully designed while others
look so terrible?” Burton, Evans, and Norse are beautiful con-
structions of brick and mortar. Every year during room draw,
these highly coveted dorms go quickly.
Musser, Myers, and Watson are quite the opposite. With

their plain walls and unfurnished interiors, they give the
impression that an overzealous facilities manager has

BY R. ORION MARTIN

scattered storage sheds across campus. Freshmen outnumber all others in each of
these dorms and they are inevitably the last chosen during room draw.
The sharp contrast in these building styles can be traced to two construction

fevers which swept through the college. From 1914 to 1928, the college constructed
eight buildings including Nourse, the Chapel, and Burton. These constructions still
look wonderful with their brick facades and lavish woodwork.
But then the economy collapsed. Construction halted completely, and wasn’t

begun again until veterans returning from World War II were pushing Carleton enroll-
ment to record levels. The college desperately needed to expand, and in 1958 it
began a decade of construction.
Unfortunately for the college, this construction took place during a tragic era of

architecture. During time, the college constructed no less than seven impressively
ugly buildings, including Musser, Myers, Watson and the least popular of all dorms,
Goodhue.
Minoru Yamasaki, the architect who later went on to design World Trade Center

buildings 1 and 2, was there to help the college expand. A practitioner of “romanti-
cized modernism,” Yamasaki designed West Gym, Cowling, Watson, Goodhue, Olin,
and 4th floor of Myers (added three years after the original construction). It was he
who, inspired by the heyday of Cold War architecture, created the distinctly unap-
pealing look of these buildings. He even designed another Musser/Myers clone for the
location where Cassat and Memorial stand now. Thank god it was never approved.
As time goes on the “legacy” buildings, those built before 1958, look all the more

grand compared to those built later. The Language and Dining Center, completed in
2001, looks… quirky… but it is still modern enough to impress. Memorial and
Cassat were obviously designed to emulate Norse while sporting an upgraded interior.
Like many institutions, Carleton can only mourn the construction it undertook in

the 1960’s.

Special thanks to Carlteton Archivist Eric Hillemann, without whose help this piece
would have been even more inaccurate.



During the summer, I watched a 3 1/2 hour
Belgian art film that followed a woman's behavior
for three days in excruciating detail. Hello! My
name is Andreas, and I'm a celluloid junkie.
These are my biweekly movie-watching
notes; more such writings (with a sexy
twist) can be read online at [mendthis-
crack.wordpress.com].

So anyway, about that Belgian art
film: it was Chantal Akerman's leg-
endary Jeanne Dielman, 23 quai du
Commerce, 1080 Bruxelles (1975),
starring Delphine Seyrig as the titu-
lar single mother. With her son
Sylvain, Jeanne inhabits a Brussels
apartment where she wakes up,
brushes her hair, sends her son off
to school, has sex for money, takes a
bath, washes the dishes, writes a let-
ter, fixes dinner, reads, and goes to
bed. The movie is admittedly something
of an endurance test, as Akerman films
all of these activities in unsparing long
takes, without so much as a close-up or a
jump cut to interrupt the intense, almost anthropo-
logical observation.

But as you live through each of Jeanne's days in
what feels like real time, you grow accustomed to
her habits and idiosyncrasies. Little cracks in her
facade stand out—like her reaction to accidentally
boiling potatoes too long—as the film approaches
its shockingly violent (but still understated) end.
Jeanne Dielman's experimentation with the cine-
matic passage of time offers some startling insights
into the nature of everyday life, while its meticu-
lously composed frames gradually draw the viewer
into Jeanne's strained relationship with the house-
hold she must constantly clean. If you can make
the commitment, Jeanne Dielman is one hell of an
experience, and one that doesn't waste a single
second of its sprawling running time.

Now let's travel from the rarefied heights of
European art cinema to the dirty depths of Alabama
for Phil Karlson's noir verité The Phenix City Story
(1955). It opens with a prologue full of short inter-
views establishing that it's "based on a true story,"
and then launches into a stark, gruesome tale of

political corruption in the lynch-happy South of the
1950s. As vice and racketeering run unchecked on
the streets of Phenix City, soft-spoken attorney

Albert Patterson and his John must realize
their civic responsibility and help clean

up the streets.
But it's not an easy job. Throughout
the film, thugs and sleazeballs in
the service of the avuncular Rhett
Tanner, head politico of Phenix
City, commit sensational acts of
brutality against the Pattersons,
their allies, and the families of
everyone involved. It's at times a
difficult movie to stomach, like
when the body of a little girl is
thrown onto the Pattersons' lawn
with a warning attached to its
back. It's like Fritz Lang's The Big
Heat, but now the villains have

even fewer scruples than a coffee-
wielding Lee Marvin. It's a cheap,

trashy movie, but it's also an enlighten-
ing and infuriating story about taking back

the local government.
Finally, you know who's an incredible still-work-

ing director of the New German Cinema? Answer:
the prolific Wim Wenders, whose films are full of
strange characters at odds with an even stranger
world [editor’s note: Andreas. Werner Herzog?].
Wenders draws from both the stability of Ozu and
the dynamism of his mentor Nicholas Ray, and
these traits are visible in the two movies of his that
I watched this summer, Paris, Texas (1984) and
Wings of Desire (1987). The former stars Harry
Dean Stanton and Dean Stockwell as reunited
brothers working around a language barrier and a
pair of troubled pasts. Secrets uncoil and road trips
spontaneously erupt, threatening to destroy their
old family, and possibly create a new one.

Like Paris, Texas, Wings of Desire exists in a
world all its own. Here, angels hover above the cit-
izens of Berlin, listening to their deepest secrets
and wrangling with the hard questions of human
history. One angel, however, yearns to join the mor-
tal masses—Damiel (Bruno Ganz of Downfall
fame), who has fallen in love with a trapeze artist
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Delpine Seyrig thinking in
Jeanne Dielman...

Gambling! Prostitution!
Film noir!

Harry Dean Stanton in Paris,
Texas: taciturn & awesome

Confessions of a Celluloid Junkie
BY ANDREAS STOEHR

YOU ARE INVITED!

FILM SOCIETY
1st Weekly Meeting

Scoville 102
6:30 PM tonight
Suprise screening!
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Confessions, cont’d
BY ANDREAS STOEHR

Cinema Section Spotlight:
The Music Department!

BY SCOTT FOX

Justin London

“My favorite films tend towards farces and come-
dies.”

Dr. Strangelove (1964) dir. by Stanley Kubrick
The Adventures of Buckaroo Banzai Across the
8th Dimension (1984) dir. by W.D. Richter
The Incredibles (2004) dir. by Brad Bird:
“Though Up may be my new Pixar favorite.”

Spirited Away (2001) dir. by Hayao Miyazaki
Rear Window (1954) dir. by Alfred Hitchcock
Blade Runner (1982) dir. by Ridley Scott
The Producers (1968) dir. by Mel Brooks
Barton Fink (1991) dir. by Joel Coen

Favorite music-related movies:

The Commitments (1991) dir. by Alan Parker
The Last Waltz (1978) dir. by Martin Scorsese

Journey to the Center of the Earth (1959) dir. by
Henry Levin: “For its Bernard Herrmann score.”
O Brother, Where Art Thou? (2000) dir. by Joel
Coen

Melinda Russell

North by Northwest (1959) dir. by Alfred
Hitchcock
Charade (1963) dir. by Stanley Donen
The Big Lebowski (1998) dir. by Joel Coen
This Is Spinal Tap (1984) dir. by Rob Reiner
Bob Roberts (1992) dir. by Tim Robbins
What’s Up, Doc? (1972) dir. by Peter
Bogdanovich: “Mostly, because it’s about a
musicologist.”

“Also, most of the Peter Sellers Inspector
Clouseau movies because I can watch them with
my daughter.”

(Solveig Dommartin). Infused with the poetry of
Rainer Maria Rilke and shot in a dazzling mix of color
and black and white, Wings of Desire gently ques-
tions what it's like to be human without being obvi-
ous or overbearingly intellectual. Instead, it's curious
and lovable, run through with enthusiasm and regret.
With a crucial supporting role played quasi-autobio-
graphically by Columbo himself, Peter Falk... what
can even compare?

And if you're feeling adventurous, all of the above
movies are available on DVD from the Gould Library.
Check them out today, why don't you!

Summer ‘10: Flawed Masterpieces
BY JOSH KIRSCHENBAUM

The best movie I saw this summer was Vincenzo
Natali’s Splice. The second best movie I saw this
summer was Christopher Nolan’s Inception. The
films are remarkably similar: Science-fiction films
from visionary directors, laudable for their remark-
able originality even as they borrow from classics
of the genre, anchored by powerful lead perform-
ances, immersive special effects, and an inventive
directorial style. The most striking similarity
between the two films, however, is that they are
both flawed masterpieces: brilliant films ham-
pered by inherent defects, but rewarding nonethe-
less.
Vincenzo Natali is best known for the cult high-

concept thriller Cube, in which a group of
strangers awake to find themselves in what
amounts to a giant rubik’s cube. Made up of a
series of seemingly identical rooms, the cube is a
25x25 behemoth that constantly shifts internally,
making any attempt to find your way out nearly
impossible. Despite a somewhat ridiculous prem-
ise, Natali makes the film work by going further
than expected in both gore (some rooms are booby
trapped) and in character development. He draws
you in to his claustrophobic setting with consider-

able talent, but even at it’s best, Cube amounts to
nothing more than a clever thriller. Nothing in the
film suggests that Natali could make a film of
Splice’s caliber.
Adrien Brody and Sarah Polley star as Clive and

Elsa, scientists who specialize in gene splicing.
They create new organisms to synthesize specific
proteins for medical purposes. After their employ-
er instructs them to stop the splicing phase and
begin extracting the necessary proteins, Elsa
pushes Clive to defy their orders. Together they
begin working on a new organism, for the first
time using human DNA. What follows is what
could be called a classic creature-feature, were it
not for the patience Natali exhibits in letting his
story unfold. Clive and Elsa (mostly Elsa) have
some hidden character traits that don’t exactly
help them in their line of work, and the creature
that they create (later named “Dren”) is a charac-
ter all it’s own. Splice is a beautifully disturbing
film, raised to another level by Natali’s willing-
ness to bring the story to places any other director
would fear to go.
However, this article is not about perfect films.

And Splice is not a perfect film. Specifically,

Natali drops the ball in the final act, but I can’t
really blame him. Given the psychosexual themes
he seemed so intent on exploring (and the relative
lack of gore in the first two acts) the ending
makes perfect thematic sense. It just doesn’t
work, given the care he took in developing his
characters. The actions they take (or rather, one
of them takes) seem unfair to the audience,
almost like a betrayal. It’s messy and unsatisfy-
ing, but it couldn’t have ended any other way. The
film is a perfect realization of Natali’s masterful
vision, but that vision had an inherent flaw. Ergo,
a flawed masterpiece.
Admittedly, this is a hard concept to get across

without spoiling the film, so I’ll use Inception as
another example. Be warned the following con-
tains minor SPOILERS.
So. Christopher Nolan. Perhaps the most widely

beloved director of the generation, who burst onto
the scene with the cult, backwards thriller
Memento before taking the reins of the Batman
franchise. He blends mass-market entertainment
with artistic integrity like no director since
Spielberg. This summer, he wrote and directed
Inception. The film’s greatest achievement

FILMANAGRAMS!
BY JOSIAH BURNS

Z-Sixteen (Cronenberg)
Whore Lav Gals (Boyle)

Hi Reincarnated Fem (Wenders)
(Email your answers to burnsj!)



is being a wholly original tent-pole film in an age of
remakes, re-imaginings, sequels, and whatever you want
to call the Twilight movies.

Inception takes place in a world where dreams are
no longer safe-havens. The technology exists to enter
into a simulated sleep with a subject and enter their
dream with the purpose extracting secret information.
Leonardo DiCaprio plays Cobb, an “extractor” who
makes a living stealing information through dreams. He
is approached by Saito (Ken Watanabe, excellent as
always) with an unusual proposition: Inception. Rather
than steal an idea, Saito wants Cobb to create one in the
mind of his subject. In return, Saito will pull some
strings, allowing Cobb to return to the United States
(more on that later).

The rest of the movie is an elaborate heist film, freed
by some rules of reality but bound by others (the dream
world has very specific rules). Nolan is at the top of his
game here, exhibiting an unbelievable level of crafts-
manship in his beautifully realized set pieces and action
sequences. Joseph Gordon-Levitt, Tom Hardy, Cillian
Murphy, and Marion Cotillard give very strong support-
ing performances. Michael Caine even shows up for a
scene to remind everyone what a good actor he is. Like
in his previous film, The Dark Knight, Nolan has more
that a few tricks up his sleeve, elevating Inception

beyond simple big-budget entertainment. Cillian
Murphy’s character in particular carries with him some
unsettling thematic connotations. Cobb has a rather
complicated back-story with Mal (Marion Cotillard),
leading to a reveal towards the end of the film that hits
like a punch in the gut.

However, Nolan’s imagination is both his great asset
and his great flaw. The rules of Inception are so partic-
ularly complex that it necessitates an entire character
(Ellen Page, who deserves better) to do little more than
ask questions so Cobb can explain how the world works.
These constant expositional monologues are blunt and
distracting, but also necessary. All of these rules proba-
bly could be explained using more subtle means, but
Inception is already 2.5 hours long, it doesn’t need to
be any longer. However, Cobb’s history is revealed using
the same means (aided by flashbacks) and much of the
effect of his very well written character is muted.
There’s only so many times that we can listen to
Leonardo DiCaprio tearfully reminisce before it takes us
out of the film. Again, Nolan is bound by time con-
straints and genre constraints. I’m sure there exists a 4-
5 hour version of Inception somewhere in Nolan’s mind,
but the genre of mass entertainment requires more
drive, and a movie any longer would lose Inception very
excellent sense of pacing. You see? The film is flawed,
but not solvable so. Inherent in the idea of Inception are
the flaws that prevent it from being a complete master-
piece. Fixing these problems would ruin some of the
things that make the film so successful. It is both per-
fect and imperfect. Like Splice, a flawed masterpiece.
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Wanna see this thing have
sex with multiple people?

Check out Splice! (It’s pret-
ty good too).

Wow. Inception is so
ambiguous.

Chris Nolan’s hypothetical
mug shot.

Flawed Masterpieces, cont’d
BY JOSH KIRSCHENBAUM



I know we still have a few months till the domestic awards season, but it's
time to hedge your bets. The word is in from Cannes, Toronto, Telluride, and
Venice. With Fincher, Boyle, Aronofsky, and a pair of pint-sized vampires
vying for end-of-year honors, it's a flashback to the year of the Slumdog
Millionaire. Call me crazy, but my money's on The Social Network, Fincher's
most recent effort, the already (in)famous Zuckerberg biopic.

127 Hours (Danny Boyle): A man suffers from lightheadedness and is rushed
to the hospital. Another has a panic attack in the lobby. Step aside, The
Exorcist and Blair Witch. These were some of the headlines after 127 Hours
premiered at Telluride. In telling the true story of Aron Ralston (James
Franco), Boyle takes the Aristotelian unities to an extreme, intensely docu-
menting the escape of a stranded climber (fortunately, he condenses the
narrative into ninety minutes).

Black Swan (Darren Aronofsky): Judging by the trailer, Natalie Portman's
ballerina protagonist goes on an hour-and-a-half schizo-acid trip. Aronofsky
seems to marry the psychological intensity of π with twelve years of
Hollywood experience. Clint Mansell’s score (a sort of deconstructed Swan
Lake) sounds amazing. Hopefully this one doesn’t get destroyed by The
Hobbit trailer.

Biutiful (Alejandro González Iñárritu): As a director, Iñárritu has a lot to
prove. Both Amores Perros and 21 Grams are outstanding, but you couldn’t
pay me to watch Babel again. The question everyone’s asking: Does Javier
Bardem + four years to recover from cringe-inducing Oscar bait = success?
While it doesn’t quite seem like a Chighur-caliber performance, I'll risk it.

The Fighter (David O. Russell): David O. Russell is a huge douchebag. He
once made a decent movie (Three Kings), and even then, George Clooney
(really?) nearly quit the set after a fistfight with the director. With I Heart
Huckabees, he shamed the cinematic medium. But I have a huge soft-spot
for Marky-Mark (who’s already getting some Best Actor talk). Given boxing
films’ surprising track record with The Academy (including Best Pictures
winners Rocky, Raging Bull, and Million Dollar Baby), this one’ll be around
in March.

Jack-Ass 3D: With 3D that promises to shame Clash of the Titans and The
Last Airbender, Jack-Ass 3D is pretty self-explanatory. Those expensive red
and green glasses couldn't even make me care about the Na'vi and their
planet Pandora. But for Johnny Knoxville and company? Let the port-a-
potties fly!

Let Me In (Matt Reeves): This film shouldn’t exist in the first place, and I
kind of hate myself for putting it on this list. But hey, Hollywood remade Let
the Right One In. And the trailer’s actually really good. Just as long as I
don’t get too pissed at the annoying kid from The Road, I think this’ll be
pretty enjoyable.

The Social Network (David Fincher): Fincher is probably the most technically
precise and adept director in Hollywood. The only barrier between Benjamin
Button and cinematic bliss is a good screenplay (because I think it’s a really
bad one). Even though I never want to hear any version of Creep for a really
long time, the trailer's pretty damn good. Trent Reznor's doing the score.
J-Timbo’s getting Best Supporting Actor buzz. Get ready.

Somewhere (Sofia Coppola): Sofia is the best Coppola in Hollywood today
(and I’ll take a ‘70s Francis over anyone). Starring Stephen Dorff and Elle
Fanning, Somewhere won the Golden Lion over a tough crowd in Venice. Set
in Hollywood, the semi-autobiographical plot is somewhat inspired by Sofia’s
own upbringing on her father’s film sets.

True Grit (The CoBros): If anyone else tried to remake the 1969 True Grit, I
would not be happy. But I’m convinced that the Coen Brothers are the
smartest directors working in Hollywood. They’re probably up to something
pretty genius. If Jeff Bridges wins back-to-back Best Actor statues, it might
make up for The Dude’s snub.
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‘09: Redux! A 2011 Awards Season Preview
BY JOSIAH BURNS

Apparently, the advertising people at Columbia got that memo about
shamelessly ripping off Criterion box-art.

My new movie better not suck. Friendo.
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Rick Ross’s Teflon Don Inspires Many
Bad Puns, Conspicuous Consumption
BY CHARLIE ROSENTHAL

How did this happen? Rick Ross, the
man who once rhymed “Atlantic” with “Atlantic”

and claimed to know someone named Pablo Noriega, just
released one of the ten best rap albums of the year. This is the same

Rick Ross who was once a Corrections Officer, the same Rick Ross who was
once sued by a drug dealer for defamation. Somehow, Rozay managed to overcome all

this and release an album nearly entirely about how rich he is. Even more amazingly, it’s
good.

Rick Ross and Def Jam bought themselves a championship. There are no no-names showing up on this
album, only certified all-stars. This album features tracks produced by Clark Kent, Kanye West, and the

J.U.S.T.I.C.E. League and guest appearances from Jay-Z, John Legend, TI, Erykah Badu, Kanye West, Trey Songz,
Gucci Mane, Drake, and Raekwon, among others. It seems bizarre to praise an album because of the strength of its
guest appearances, but, in general, the better the main rapper is, the better the guest verses are.
Basically, Jada might be willing to phone it in on some track by Memphis Bleek, but he’ll try
and raise his game when he’s guesting on something legitimate. As a result, Jay-Z sounds
hungry, TI sounds confident, and Kanye West swaggers on “Live Fast, Die Young.” Even
Gucci’s verse is good. On Ross’s third album, the pretty good Deeper than Rap,
“Maybach Music II” featured T-Pain on the hook. T-Pain is good and all, but Rozay
upgraded to neo-soul goddess Erykah Badu for the third installment in the series.
On one level, that sums up the album: why only have good when you can have the
best?

As an album, Teflon Don gets by far more on feeling, atmosphere, and sheer
sound than it does on lyricism. Ross’s massive blunted rasp absolutely crushes
bangers like “BMF (Blowin’ Money Fast)” and “MC Hammer” and, nearly equally
well, rides over more laid back, chill tracks like “Super High” and the superb
“Maybach Music III.” Ross still isn’t a great rapper, especially when he makes semi-
cringe worthy claims like “I don’t smoke no tobaccos/ but I smoke the most rappers,”
but he’s well beyond competent and self-aware enough to only rarely leave his wheel-
house of braggadocio. On some level, that’s a very good thing. The Boss attempting
Cudi-style mope rap would turn out atrociously, just like Cudi penning odes to speedboats
and women tattooing themselves with his name would bomb. Ross avoids the staleness that would
come with such a lack of thematic variation by keeping the album short and by being a legitimately interesting and fun
rapper. For example, during “MC Hammer”, Ross screams “My top back/ I’m circumcised!” Even if that line would
never show up on an MF Doom or Aesop Rock album, it’s still memorable, which is a pretty fair substitute for being
“good” or whatever we want our rap lyrics to be.

I have no idea what this means for rap. Teflon Don has effectively nothing in common with every other
good rap album released over the past couple of years. It’s the anti-recession rap. Teflon Don isn’t
out to be clever like Tha Carter III was and it isn’t a Blueprint III style victory lap. It celebrates
the cocaine culture that Big Boi rejected. It features very little of the introspection that
Drake made fashionable and it doesn’t bother with the storytelling of Raekwon’s Only

Built 4 Cuban Linx II. It’s like Teflon Don was made in a ‘90s vacuum where
Will Smith lied about ever leaving West Philly and decided to start

dealing comical amounts of white powder and doing lots of
drugs. Call it Big Ricky Style.

WANT TO SEE MORE CONTENT
HERE? SEND ALBUM/CONCERT
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When our house is full of plenty,
There would be no need for renting;
When we do not labor in vain,
Our pain, anger, and sorrow wouldn’t be retained;
One Prayer Do I Pray: That we shall not labor for another to inhabit.

When God blesses the works of our hands with bags of pounds,
We shall use our strength to give God our one-tenth;
One Prayer Do I Pray: That without measure, we give God our treasures and with satisfactory pleasure.

THE I AM THAT I AM, is the God who never faileth but prevaileth in every situation of life;
I am assured that I do not need to grapple because I am the apple of his eyes;
One Prayer Do I Pray: That I do not modulate my praise so as to emulate David whom for a fact God's
heart tended toward.

When I gained redemption, I inexorably acquired protection;
As light and darkness perplex each other, so does health and death repel each other;
I can have fun even if people surround me with guns;
One Prayer Do I Pray: That the angels of the Lord shall wade all strangers around me.

ONE PRAYER DO I PRAY
A POEM BY DANIEL ALABI

Five lotus petals, weeping red at half-mast,
Before a sea of stolidly bowed heads.
The monstrous machine of finance, tourism
- profits, business, capitalist endeavors -
shrieks to a close. The country collectively
counts to one hundred and eighty

in heartbeats
in breaths
in shadows on dreams.

Memory, it seems, graced Bauhinia Square
the way it did thirteen years earlier:
Imperial gauntlets returned a jeweled harbor
and all its glorious treasures.
Even the weather could have been the same -
some people remember.

Microphones, flags, visceral banners
parade before the Philippine consulate.
"Manila...mishandling...hostage...tragedy"
Benigno -
Crisis, hostages - Russia, Germany: another
classic textbook example, Exhibit C.
Filipino SWAT teams:"Sorry We Ain't Trained."

An understandable antipathy - justifiable
But a dangerous flame to let spread.
Let us light candles of respect
in memory of the vulnerable and unprotected fallen,
Instead of destructive torches burning bridges
with this wounded Pearl of the Orient.

THREE MINUTES
A POEM BY JONATHAN LIN

I'd think many would thank you for your time;
An exceptional and conservative martyr.
They don't seem to find it a distasteful crime
of ruthless deceit and careless slaughter.
I saw you once as the quiet type; a mind
closed off to degrading mediocrity.
Now it seems around each corner I find
another unopened secret - old property.

I saw the liars thriving in every debate;
Chess pieces planning your final checkmate.

Small and disconcerted,
Helplessly perverted -
I stand hurt and abused;
You're still pleasantly amused.

Maybe it will be a bright tomorrow
Maybe the songs of angels follow
I cannot earn back these three years
I cannot allay all those drunk fears.

I love without your mention
You speak but never listen.
I give you all my attention
So why is there no bliss then?

Another bookmark between these pages,
Slotted to keep a tab on the good days.
On the wall next to keys and golden cages
We sit hands tied, ready to flee this maze.

I stand and watch
The accusing stares
Directed at me.
For what? I wonder.

Do you expect me
To accept what you say?
To take lying down
The insults you throw at me?
Do you believe
I will continue to stand here
And patiently wait
While you tarnish my name?

The time when you could
Kick me
When I was already down
Is gone.
Slowly but surely
I have struggled to my feet.
And never will I fall again.

Determination and
Confidence flow through me
As I challenge your stare.
Come,
Why don’t you try once more
To disgrace me,
To hurt me,
To knock me off my feet again.

I don’t know your reasons
For bringing me down.
I don’t know how your twisted mind works,
And I don’t know what
Psychotic move you plan next.
But I do know I can face it.
And I can defeat it.

Your victories were gained
By deceit and deception.
I hope you enjoyed
Your short-lived triumph.
For I knew that dark night,
No matter what I went through,
You could not stop
The sun from rising.
I am strong now.
I will no longer crash to the floor.
And I will never let you win.
Your days are over.
Go,
And never return.

ANOTHER CHAPTER
ANONYMOUS

STANDING UP AGAIN
A POEM BY SHAVERA SENEVIRATNE
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